Valuation Expo 20/20 - A New Virtual Experience
It's not too late to join other
appraisers for Valuation Expo 20/20.
Be one of the first to attend a virtual
conference. Join from wherever you
may be on June 16 and 17, 2020.
Organizers have made it simple and removed all the barriers. No travel expenses and no
leaving the office. No professional attire needed. Watch it live or watch the recording.
Programs are available for 30 days post event.
Valuation Expo 20/20 provides the best exhibitors, dedicated lenders, valued sponsors,
and the most knowledgeable speakers to be found anywhere.
For conference information or to register click here.

Valuation Magazine
Appraisers can find lots of useful information in this
latest issue of Valuation magazine from the Appraisal
Institute.
From timely feature articles to the latest industry
news, Valuation magazine covers it. In this issue read
about "The Impact of iBuyers" and "The Growing Role
of Women in Appraising."
Find recurring columns from the experts like Tech
Bytes for tools that make the job easier and Cool
Tools introducing software and gadgets for valuation
professionals.
The quarterly digital edition of Valuation magazine is
free online to all appraisers.

Celebrate the Holiday
The SFREP offices will be closed and our sales and
technical staff will take the day off on Friday, July 3rd
to celebrate the Independence Day holiday.
Technical staff will be available for regular support
hours over the weekend:
___Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. EDT
___Sunday__ 1:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. EDT
Enjoy your weekend and have a safe and happy
holiday!
Reminder:
Unfortunately, it's that peak time of the year for flood, fire, hurricane and other
possible disasters. If needed, we have six disaster forms.
When your contact information changes, please remember to update us with those
details.
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